GETTING CANADA MOVING AGAIN

GIDDYAP!

ACTION ALBERTA

Website: https://actionalberta.ca
Twitter: https://twitter.com/action_alberta
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/EnoughisEnoughCanadiansFightBackforOurEconomysector/
HELLO ALL (The Group of 7,250+ and growing):

QUEBEC RECEIVES 62% OF FEDERAL FUNDING AFTER HOUSE OF COMMONS ADJOURNED - ALBERTA GETS 0.1%

According to findings by True North, the Canadian government spent a total of $4.63 billion in taxpayer dollars from the time the House of Commons adjourned on June 21, 2019 until July 12, 2019.

Excluding international and Canada-wide commitments, a total of $2.27 billion was distributed to the provinces. Based on dollar value, 71.5% of the funding went to Central Canada (Ontario and Quebec). Quebec received 62%, or approximately $1.4 billion in federal contributions. NO VOTE BUYING THERE!!

On the other hand, Western Canadian provinces received a total of 14.2% of the federal funds, with British Columbia receiving the second largest portion out of all of the provinces (13.7%) in the sum of $311 million taxpayer dollars.

ALBERTA RECEIVED THE LEAST AMOUNT OF THE FUNDING (0.1%) which only equates to a paltry $3.34 million.


KEVIN O'LEARY - TRUDEAU IS TOXIC, PERIOD

Rather than reading an article, here is a "must watch" video in which Kevin O’Leary (love him or hate him) sets out how bad it has become for Canadian business under the current Federal government.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gwsn3twqwZ0

CAPTAIN COURAGEOUS LECTURES ALBERTANS

Trudeau lecturing on the art of balance and compromise is hilarious, ironic and perfectly normal for him. However, his self-portrayal as Captain Courageous is not the picture we have of his past four years. Declaring climate change to be a national emergency is not a logical or rational decision. Employing a universal carbon tax and demanding that provinces
decision. Employing a universal carbon tax and demanding that provinces comply or face having the tax federally imposed is not a compromise.

Trudeau needs to sit down with Catherine McKenna and explain that she is losing her position as environment minister as she is unwilling to engage in compromise, refuses to consider other opinions and her view is not balanced between the economy and environment.

Imposing ridiculously severe environmental laws is not balanced or reasonable. Imposing environmental laws without extensive consultations with the provinces is not a compromise position.

Trudeau recently accused premiers who have gone to court to challenge his carbon tax legislation of playing political games when that is all he and his advisors in the PMO do.

It is frightening that Trudeau is expressing how others should deal with conflicting issues but he has no intention of following those rules. It’s a classic example of “do as I say, not as I do”. Only someone with severe personality disorders expects to get away with this blatant deception.

From: John Feldsted (Winnipeg)

OUR READERS’ COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: The link below is to the reaction of a resource friendly group to the activities of a group of academics researching the Canadian extractive industries.
http://ow.ly/IT6p50uTr9I

2. From a Reader: Here is a link to the announcement of the publishing of the developed database, which is the subject of the article above:
https://www.policyalternatives.ca/newsroom/news-releases/fossil-power-top-50-launched

3. From a Reader: How long can this go on? The 4% of the people who speak French control the other 96% who mainly speak English. It has become an increasingly, exasperating reality, for most Canadians. Either you speak French, or forget about a federal government job.
4. From a Reader: I hope I’m wrong, but at least 50% of Canadians are either socialists or looking for “what’s in it for me”. A socialist plague is slowly, insidiously creeping across Canada. A quote attributed to Abraham Lincoln: “the philosophy of the classroom in one generation will be the philosophy of government in the next” is true. Our schools, colleges and universities have been training these people for many years. True Conservatism is slowly disappearing.

5. From a Reader: Clearly the main issue in the October election is Confederation, Canadian unity. PM JT is clueless, blind to that fact and his Liberal caucus is generally bad, useless too. They are the worst federal government in memory (although PM JT’s father PE Trudeau was also very infuriating to Albertans). I was living and working in Alberta in that era. Hope and pray for a big Conservative win.

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. A GREAT CANADIAN VIDEO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lIHYi0wapU

2. ALBERTA PROUD
https://www.facebook.com/ABProud.org/

3. LIBERALS GAMBLE - GERALD BUTTS IS BACK!

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current Federal government!
Federal government:

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair, inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!.

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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